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• Economic 

• Environmental and 

• Social 



Export experience 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT – Varivao and Kubonitu groups from taking us through the early stages of the kava space and doing it alone 

2020

Sent some samples to USA Roots of Happiness to check the Kavalactone contents of our kava 

2021

We did 4 export exercise to Kiribati

2022

We already did 2 exports to Kiribati 

Interested customers from 

1. USA 

2. Australia 

3. New Zealand 



Experience Kava processing 
1. CUSTOMERS FEEDBACK 

1. Solomon Produced Kava has the following 

1. Sometimes, bitter, dirty, strength inconsistent, no separation of type, still moist, ecoli contamination 

2. FARMERS KNOWLEDGE 

1. Studies we did…No farmer has full knowledge of how to do post harvesting processes of kava (trainings provided were 
incomplete)

2. Kava growers don’t have sense or understanding of the need to manage soil to ensure land fertility retain for long term 

3. STAKEHOLDERS (MINISTRIES) 

1. Up towards the end of 2021, Ministerial Stakeholders hardly participate in regional developments (Pacific Kava Strategy, GI 
discussions, Discussions with regards to Australian 4 year Pilot Kava etc). 

2. Currently there are No Legislation in Place, No Standard in Place, No Strategy in Place, No Lab with right facilities to do the 
tests for kavalactone contents etc. (How does biosecurity do their certification?)

3. Stakeholder ministries will also need to have the right knowledge or ask the right questions to be positively participating in 
these discussions. (participating and not spectating) 



EXPORT ISSUES 

 We are competing with kava producers who understand kava well (Vanuatu, Fiji, Tonga etc)

 Openness and willingness to work on improvements?  We need to be working on 
improvements if we are to continue competing and need to be participating at a level guided 
by research and science)

 Feedback issues, importing country requirements conformity, climate change issues, 
participation recordings, traceability recordings etc. 

 Taking feedback to farmers is important.  

 Trainings but right trainings need to go down to kava farmers (eg tattiness of Solomon Kava)

 Organised farmers to ensure planning for good land use management is incooperated in 
trainings and good agriculture practice. 

 Incorporate trainings that ensures social responsibly (early childhood and adult trainings 
designed) 

 Stakeholder Ministries commitment?

 Contact ministries coordinating work on infrastructure kava developments?

 Are facilities that aid export being supported? Labs, Biosecurity checks, labelling checks etc?



Kava reach as an economic commodity 

Unlike, Cocoa, Copra, timber, ngali nut, fish etc. Kava has the 

potential to allow almost every Solomon Islander with the right 

land to earn money from it. A large proportion of the 85% rural 

dwellers of the country can earn big.

Although access roads (infrastructure) is a draw back in some 

provinces, our rural people are resilient people who can walk 

30kms if need be to get to markets (Malaita). 

Better coordination of markets and farmers is needed in the 

country to ensure quality is maintained through out the value 

chain of kava processing   



STAKEHOLDER MINISTRIAL INVOLVEMENT 

 Stakeholder Ministries will need to know what it is that we 

want (collaboration with Industry will need to guide this)

 Need the stakeholder Ministries to come together in a 

workshop setting to establish what support each ministry need 

to commit to.  (e.g. labs ask regularly for equipment to do right test but these were 

never the priority of the government, not understand the link with policy and how it translate 

at the ground level) 




















